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Archaeologically Testing a Tabby
Ruin on Callawassee Isla~tS~~U\ Institute of
Archaeology and AnthrODOI()!'1;~
Carolina
University of South Cawljn~

By Stanley South

At the invitation of William R. and
Shanna Sullivan Chester DePratter
and I viewed a square tabby ruin in
the Sullivan yard on Callawassee
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Thomas Ryan (1971) in the site

the ruin stand eight feet high in
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places and slightly over ground
surface in others. The width of the
square outer wall is 40 feet . Two
parallel interior partition walls
divide the ground floor into three
rectangular areas. The ruin is an
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Archaeology and Anthropology, and
test holes were dug on the north and
south sides by James Michie and
Tommy Charles in their investigation
of the cultural resources of
Callawassee Island (Michie 1982:38
39). Three eroded and unidentifiable
Indian pottery sherds, a fire
damaged chert scraper, a brown
bottle fragment [s toneware?], and
three clear glass bottle fragments
were the only artifacts found in the
two test holes. This is the only
recorded archaeology on the site.
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The tabby ruin has been thought
to possibly be a dwelling built by
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James Hamilton, Jr. who b egan a new
se ttlement in 1815, to raise cotton on
Callawassee, and in 1816, he
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Inside the northeast corner of the Tabby
Point ruin . (SCIAAphotobyStanley

constructed a tabby sugar mill
(Behan 2004: 50) (also see Trinkley
1991: 30, 33).
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Thomas Ryan noted that 75 feet
from the southeast side-doorway of
the square ruin was a brick and tabby
footing for a possible kitchen. There
l are at present no visible signs of this
second structure (Ryan 1971).

.
DePratter a nd I expressed an
interest'.in following
the observations
.
of Ryan and Mic1tie with a more
.

d~tailed

arcnae9[ogical study, and
the Sullivans agreed to fund such a

project. The goal was to transit-map
the ruin to provide plan (Ira wing,
, and.to measure and record the

a

standing wall profiles, photograph
the ruin,and excavate test squares
and shovel tests with minimum
encroachment onto the landscaping
plants in and aro und the mil). This
was done with the idea that cer.cunics
and other refuse thrown from a
domestic household would allow the
structure to be archaeologically dated
and compared with the tabby sugar
mill ruins located elsewhere on the
island.

through an analysis of the ceramics
recovered. The absence of domestic
refuse would suggest another
functionr in wh ich case artifacts
might reveal w hat that was, whether
storage, outbuild ing, store, barn, etc.
The virtual absence of domestic
refus fou nd suggested to Stoner and
me that the structure represents other
than a do mes tic.household-perhaps
an office and storage facili ty on this
deep water point for bales of cotton
and sugar miU products awaiting
loading on to vessels for transport to
market. The two or three ceram ic
fragments, recovered fr om 50 holes
Stoner dug all around the ruin, date
from the mid-19 lh cen tury but they
certainly do not suggest a domestic
household is represen ted by it.
Another goal of the project was
to locate the ou tbuilding ruin

observed by Ryan 75 feet east of the
main ruin. Probing there was not
successful in locating a foundation
wall. Perhaps this ruin was removed
by dri veway construction.
I will write a report and the
artifacts will be curated at the South
Carolina Institute of Archaeology
and Anthropology at the University
of South Carolina.
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For three weeks in January 2006,
Michael Stoner and I, assisted by
volunteers, Bill Behan, Dick Sch warz,
and Jim Scott conducted test
excava tions aro und the tabby ruin in
expectation that refuse deposited at
the d oorways of the structure would
indicate that it was likely used as a
domestic household dwelling. Such
refuse would also allow the time
period of use to be determi ned

Interior view of the Tabby Point ruin, with the Sullivan garage apartment in the background.
(SCIAA photo by Stanley Soutltj
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